Natural Evolution Strategies (NES) are a recent member of the class of real-valued optimization algorithms that are based on adapting search distributions. Exponential NES (xNES) are the most common instantiation of NES, and particularly appropriate for the BBOB 2012 benchmarks, given that many are non-separable, and their relatively small problem dimensions. This report provides the the most extensive empirical results on that algorithm to date, on both the noise-free and noisy BBOB testbeds.
INTRODUCTION
Evolution strategies (ES), in contrast to traditional evolutionary algorithms, aim at repeating the type of mutation that led to those good individuals. We can characterize those mutations by an explicitly parameterized search distribution from which new candidate samples are drawn, akin to estimation of distribution algorithms (EDA). Covariance matrix adaptation ES (CMA-ES [10] ) innovated the field by introducing a parameterization that includes the full covariance matrix, allowing them to solve highly non-separable problems.
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procedure to update the search distribution's parameters for any type of distribution, by ascending the gradient towards higher expected fitness. Further, it has been shown [12, 11] that following the natural gradient to adapt the search distribution is highly beneficial, because it appropriately normalizes the update step with respect to its uncertainty and makes the algorithm scale-invariant.
Exponential NES (xNES), the most common instantiation of NES, used a search distribution parameterized by a mean vector and a full covariance matrix, and is thus most similar to CMA-ES (in fact, the precise relation is described in [4] and [5] ). Given the relatively small problem dimensions of the BBOB benchmarks, and the fact that many are non-separable, it is also among the most appropriate NES variants for the task.
In this report, we retain the original formulation of xNES (including all parameter settings, except for an added stopping criterion) and describe the empirical performance on all 54 benchmark functions (both noise-free and noisy) of the BBOB 2012 workshop.
NATURAL EVOLUTION STRATEGIES
Natural evolution strategies (NES) maintain a search distribution π and adapt the distribution parameters θ by following the natural gradient [1] of expected fitness J, that is, maximizing
Just like their close relative CMA-ES [10] , NES algorithms are invariant under monotone transformations of the fitness function and linear transformations of the search space. Each iteration the algorithm produces n samples zi ∼ π(z|θ), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i.i.d. from its search distribution, which is parameterized by θ. The gradient w.r.t. the parameters θ can be rewritten (see [16] ) as
from which we obtain a Monte Carlo estimate
of the search gradient. The key step then consists in replacing this gradient by the natural gradient defined as
where
is the Fisher information matrix. The search distribution is iteratively updated using natural gradient ascent
with learning rate parameter η.
Exponential NES
While the NES formulation is applicable to arbitrary parameterizable search distributions [16, 11] , the most common variant employs multinormal search distributions. For that case, two helpful techniques were introduced in [6], namely an exponential parameterization of the covariance matrix, which guarantees positive-definiteness, and a novel method for changing the coordinate system into a "natural" one, which makes the algorithm computationally efficient. The resulting algorithm, NES with a multivariate Gaussian search distribution and using both these techniques is called xNES, and the pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1.
and assign utilities u k to each sample compute gradients
until stopping criterion is met 
EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We use identical default hyper-parameter values for all benchmarks (both noisy and noise-free functions), which are taken from [6, 11] . Table 1 summarizes all the hyperparameters used.
In addition, we make use of the provided target fitness fopt to trigger independent algorithm restarts 1 , using a simple ad-hoc procedure: If the log-progress during the past 1000d evaluations is too small, i.e., if
where m is the remaining budget of evaluations divided by 1000d, ft is the best fitness encountered until evaluation t and r is the number of restarts so far. The total budget is 10 5 d 3/2 evaluations. Implementations of this and other NES algorithm variants are available in Python through the PyBrain machine learning library [13] , as well as in other languages at www. idsia.ch/~tom/nes.html.
CPU TIMING
A timing experiment was performed to determine the CPUtime per function evaluation, and how it depends on the problem dimension. For each dimension, the algorithm was restarted with a maximum budget of 10000/d evaluations, until at least 30 seconds had passed.
Our xNES implementation (in Python, based on the PyBrain [13] library), running on an Intel Xeon with 2.67GHz, required an average time of 1.1, 0.9, 0.7, 0.7, 0.9, 2.7 milliseconds per function evaluation for dimensions 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 respectively (the function evaluations themselves take about 0.1ms).
RESULTS
Results of xNES on the noiseless testbed (from experiments according to [7] on the benchmark functions given in [2, 8] ) are presented in Figures 1, 3 and 5 and in Tables 2  and 4 .
Similarly, results of xNES on the testbed of noisy functions (from experiments according to [7] on the benchmark functions given in [3, 9] 
DISCUSSION
The top rows in Figures 3 and 4 give a good overview picture, showing that across all benchmarks taken together, xNES performs almost as well as the best and better than most of the BBOB 2009 contestants. Beyond this high-level perspective, the results speak for themselves, of course, we will just highlight a few observations. According to Tables 2 and 3 , the only conditions where xNES significantly outperforms all algorithms from the BBOB2009 competition on dimension 20 are on functions f18, f115 and f119 (during the early phase), as well as on f118 on dimension 5. We observe the worst performance on multimodal functions like f3, f4 and f15 that other algorithms tackle very easily. Comparing different types of noise, xNES appears to be least sensitive to Cauchy noise and most sensitive to uniform noise (see Figure 2) .
From Figure 5 and Table 4 , we observe a good loss ratio across the board on all benchmarks, with the best ones on moderate functions, ill-conditioned functions, and for all levels of noise. On the other hand, the algorithm is less competitive on (noisy or noise-free) multimodal benchmarks, which we expect to be directly related to its small default population size. (2) 10 (12) 11 (10) 8.0 (7) 8.0(7) 7.9 (7) (1) 12 (1) 12 (1) 12 (1) 12 (1) 12 (1) 
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